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Merchant Portal
Whatever the size of your business, our Merchant Portal is the place
for analytics, customer engagement, transaction troubleshooting,
data and reporting, dispute management, and more.

Dashboard
Our dashboard helps you
run your business more
efficiently, and more
profitably while making
informed decisions with
data and reporting.

Gateway A|B Test
Our A/B testing helps you
identify what works for your
customers, allowing you to
better understand their
preferences and needs. By
using this approach, you
can gain valuable insights
into your customers'
behaviors and preferences,
and adjust your strategies
accordingly.



Abandoned Carts
With our Abandoned Cart feature, you can convert those abandoned carts into
sales. It helps you recover potential sales that may have slipped away and turn

them into successful transactions.

Upsells
Our product upsell feature enables you to offer complementary and related
products to your customers, creating a need and boosting the average ticket size
of their purchase. By taking advantage of this opportunity to upsell, you can
increase your sales and provide your customers with an even more satisfying
shopping experience.



Headless Commerce
Our headless commerce feature expands your sales beyond your website. With

this feature, customers can instantly make a purchase with just one click on your
product, regardless of where it's displayed - Facebook, Instagram, email, SMS, and

more! This capability empowers you to sell your products on any social media
platform, thereby boosting your conversion rates and overall sales.

Reconciliation/Payouts
Our reconciliation and payout features are some of the important functionalities
in our merchant portal, they help businesses to manage their financial
transactions and monitor their sales activities.



Gateway Stack
The Stack Builder utility provides a

graphical interface, which helps you test
what your customers want.

Invoicing
Our invoicing feature enables merchants across different industries to
effortlessly create and send invoices to their customers through SMS or email.
With just two straightforward steps, customers can easily pay using their
preferred payment method, making it a hassle-free process for everyone
involved. Plus, you can stay up-to-date in real-time on the status of your
payments, ensuring that you're always in control.



A payment and checkout platform
called 1-Click Checkout, which can be
easily integrated into an e-commerce
platforms.

Offers multiple payment methods.

A fast, frictionless, and secure
checkout experience, thereby
promising merchants significant
increase in sales.

Returning customer flow
Our returning customer journey saves customer account information, such as
shipping and billing addresses, and payment details. This will save time during
checkout and make it easier for returning customers to complete their purchase,
simplifying the checkout process. Our checkout process removes unnecessary
steps or fields.



OTP via Email

Bypass OTP notification

OTP Service via email: Our OTP service is a simple and effective way to add an
extra layer of security to your online accounts and transactions. When the user
requests an OTP code, the system generates a unique code and sends it to the
registered email address. The user can then enter the code in the designated
field to authenticate their identity and access the online service, this feature
promises convenience and security while providing authentication.

This feature allows a frictionless shopping
experience, by authenticating the user

based on history.



Rewards

Vault

Our rewards feature enables customers to
accumulate reward points based on their

purchases. These points can be redeemed
for future purchases, which helps to foster

customer loyalty.

Our vault is our wallet feature that helps
with easy returns and refunds, via points.



Tokenization/Auto debit

Buy Now, Pay Later

With our tokenization we create a unique token that can be used for transactions
instead of the actual data and also auto-debit with their preferred payment
method next time they shop. Tokenization can also help businesses to comply
with various security and privacy regulations, such as PCI DSS, which can be a key
selling point for some industries.

Pay in 4: Our white label Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) credit solution offers retailers
so they can now offer their own branded BNPL payment experiences. Our solution

enables retailers to reclaim this experience by providing their own instalment
financing online and in-store, retain the customer relationship.



Credit Score
Our scoring system enables merchants to evaluate customers based on their
repayment history and purchasing behavior, offering valuable insight to assist
merchants in making informed business choices. Our credit score is an informative
indicator for merchants to utilize when making decisions.


